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1995 was a big year for Rich and I. We got married,
bought a house and the logical next step was a dog!
I grew up with Cavaliers King Charles Spaniels, and
Rich's family had assorted breeds. I loved the wolfhounds and mastiffs at the horse farms where I worked,
but the former break your heart too soon and the latter
drool stringers I didn't want in my bed. A dog trainer
friend gave me a copy of the July 1995 AKC Gazette,
and our search was over! Shadetree Kennel's “P” litter
was born December 10th, and early in 1996 Shadetree's
Ptoblerone became our first Swissy.
I was

teaching horseback riding lessons at the time, and true to breed, Ptoby was a great dog for both snuggling on
the couch, and hanging out at the barn. Swissies were pretty uncommon in Wisconsin at the time, and he was a
wonderful breed ambassador.
Rich accepted a job offer in PA in 2000 and we moved east with Ptoby in the backseat of my 4-door pickup truck.
The Wisconsin license plate explained the reason we got four doors - “4 PTOBY”.

Aided greatly by the Greaterswiss.com
community, we quickly made Swissy friends
on the east coast. Ptoby hadn't seen another
Swissy since he left his breeder, so our first
Swissy picnic at Margaret McKee's blew his
mind a little. Even so, he took and passed his
CGC that day, never having trained for it.
He later would go on to be the “strange dog”
in other CGC testings at the Blueridge
Specialty Show.
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Through those Swissy friends, we got to help socialize several Swissy
litters, and were introduced to Tommy Curtis of Hamburg-Sennenhof
Kennels.
We visited one of his litters several times, and got to know Tommy and
the pups pretty well. When a very nice male temperament tested as
“dominant and aloof”, not suitable for a first time home, HamburgSennenhof's Valor joined our family. The two boys got along very well,
and we were hooked on the breed.
They showed us the differences within the breed. Ptoby was a shorter,
massive dog. Valor was a taller, more modern looking Swissy. Ptoby
was slightly more reserved and dignified. Valor was affectionately
dubbed “the weasel on crack” by one Swissy friend! Both were very
trainable, and because they were so good, we took them everywhere with
us.
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Valor even got to go to Dressage at Devon one year, proudly wearing
his boxholder ribbon. He never uttered a peep throughout the show
and like Swissies everywhere, was quite the chick magnet. We were
really loving our boys, so when a home was sought out for a six year
old male……! He lived until a month shy of 14 years and it was
cancer that finally took him.
Lest you think his whole life was medical management, we had much
fun and silliness too. We had dabbled in drafting with Ptoby, and
weight pulling with Valor, so we had multiple Swissy sized harnesses
around the house. One of our horses is a driving horse, so we also
have a barn full of vehicles.
When it finally snowed one year, shenanigans ensued!
The hardest part was having Valor just stand for a picture, he wanted to pull the sleigh instead!
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Cathy Cooper had warned us that Swissies were
like potato chips, and you couldn't have just one.
Well we found out how right she was when we
added dog number four to the household herd.
Tommy Curtis had a singleton puppy that he
wanted in a home that would show and possibly
use her for breeding. I wasn't sure we needed
another dog with the three boys doing well, but I
said we'd come to meet her and decide then. I
also wanted to meet her sire. Her sire was owned
by MAGS member Sue Ottolini, who graciously
invited me to her home to meet her dog, Kaiser.
Through Sue, I met MAGS president Doreen
Holly.

When we went to see this puppy at four weeks of age, I
knew we were adding a fourth dog! Don't believe Rich
when he says they're all my dogs!

Hamburg-Sennenhof's Xena was the last puppy bred by
one of the first Swissy breeders in the USA. I once said
“oldest Swissy breeder in the USA” and was promptly
corrected by the breeder - he wasn't THAT old!

Girls do indeed rule! At eight weeks of age, Xena came
into our house and promptly informed the boys that there
was a new sheriff in town. The boys quickly learned to
say “yes, ma'am” and to this day Xena remains the head
of our canine household.

Four seemed to be our magic number!

Valor and Xena, perfectly in sync!
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Sadly, Xena developed OCD at around six months and her surgery was done poorly leaving her bone on bone in
her left shoulder. Whether the OCD was genetic or not, motherhood was no longer in her cards, and my foundation bitch dreams for her evaporated. Even with two subsequent surgeries to correct the damage, she has lived her
life primarily on three legs. At least I can now recommend the best canine orthopedic surgeon on the East Coast.
All good things come to an end, and the only dog left of our
original four is Xena, who turned 10 years old this past
August. She is still a good looking girl, and one of my
yardsticks for measuring a Swissy bitch.
Our pack has gone up and down in number over the years,
but thanks to Doreen and Sue, we are once again at four
dogs: Xena, Cobalt, Truffle and Trey. Cobalt is a nine year
old blue rescue we got through the GSMD Rescue Foundation. Truffle is a six year old boy we bought from Teri
Stanger and Karen Brown. Trey is Truffle's half brother,
and son of MAGS royalty, Havana.

Rich and The Pack

Cobalt, because he’s blue (Ha, Ha!)
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Truffle is the dog I've had on pack hikes with many of you. I hope to finish his WPD title this month. He also
weight pulls, and if I made the time, is trained past his CD title in obedience and ready to start trialing in agility
and drafting too.

As for Trey, Wildest Dreams Trés Spécial, he is just over a year old, and
as his registered name says, “very” special.
An unknown problem in utero caused him to be born without his entire
left front leg. His breeder knew she couldn't keep him with her multiple
dogs and busy show schedule, and mentioned him to Doreen. She and
Sue thought that since I'd had Xena on three legs for years, I might be
comfortable with him. I did lots of research on tri-pawds, talked to a lot
of canine professionals, and then called his breeder. After many
questions on both sides, I drove to Michigan, and brought home Trey.
We were once again at that magic number of four Swissies!

Trey trying to figure out what was
happening on the long drive to his
new home in PA
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Growing so rapidly puts a lot of stress on limbs and joints, especially when you only have one front leg to support
you. To help alleviate the stress, we got Trey a wheel chair. It wasn't an instant cure. You can read all about his
adventures here http://tripawds.com/2016/02/24/tripawd-dog-wheelchair/
Nowadays, he loves his wheels and even got special permission from the AKC to take his CGC test in them. He
can't lay down in his wheels, so the test was changed accordingly. He and his older brother Truffle both passed
their tests this spring.

Tres, wheeling away and
Passing his CGC!

Trey will take his therapy dog test this winter. Then I hope he
will help me “pay it forward” as a thank you to all the
therapists and rehab people who taught me to walk again after
a severe brain injury in 2012. I know a big part of my recovery was thanks to my Swissies and what could be better than a
big Swissy smile helping out a child who is afraid of a
mobility device, or an orthopedic patient in a funk because
their abilities are different than other people's?
Trey thinks therapy dog training is pretty fun!
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As to Swissies helping me after my accident, they caught me
when I lost my balance going up or down stairs, allowed me
to lean on them when I got wobbly, and gave me a reason to
walk again. In addition to visiting me at the rehab hospital,
Truffle helped clean up the mess after hurricane Sandy too.
I also used the pack hikes at the 2014 Swissy Nationals as a
target for being able to walk 10 miles. It really worked. I
ended up getting three legs (26 miles!) toward Truffle's
NWPD title. Without such generous canine friends, who
knows where I'd be today.

If you've read this far, you know how much we love this breed and talking about them! If we happen to be out at
the same Swissy outing, please introduce yourself.
A special thank you to Cathy Cooper for starting our addiction, and Tommy Curtis, Teri Stanger, and Tina Bailey
for feeding it!
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